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ABSTRACT
Bamboo, as a common plant in Asia, usually used in Asian daily life from household tools to construction.
The use of bamboo in a traditional house, particularly in Javanese, occurs in many building elements such
as wall and roof construction. Empyak raguman, part of empyak (traditional Javanese roof structure), used
bamboo in a vertical arrangement to cover the inside part. The use of empyak raguman being a part of
Javanese local wisdom in bamboo usage. Started with the bamboo calculating the inside roof coverage to
measure bamboo needs, selecting bamboo, preserving bamboo in natural way, assembling and finalized
constructing bamboo in local tradition. The construction process did by gotong royong (work together in
Javanese community) tradition. So, this paper explores how bamboo usage as empyak raguman in Javanese
house considering the environment as a point of view. Used literature and in-depth interview with the
traditional Javanese expert then compare with the usage of bamboo in modern way. The initial finding
shows that bamboo usage in the traditional way is environmentally friendly than in modern way. So, this
finding can be elaborated to develop bamboo usage in traditional pattern for modern living.
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Introduction
Traditional architecture as local identity can’t be
separated from the local tradition itself.It stands and
adaptable along with human civilization in a specific area. Javanese traditional house is one of example how the form of traditional house rich in cultural value in every part of it (Rianingrum et al.,
2015). The existence of Javanese house now understood as a human artifact from the past. It showed
the local identity and tradition that no longer obtain
now especially for millennial generation. Traditional houses transformed in order to respond the
owners need. Physically, the changes consider local
value that still belief as their existence (Kotharkar,
*Corresponding author’s email: rvitasurya@gmail.com

2012). But on the other side, the old tradition was no
longer obtained by the heir. Transformation of
lifestyle and modernization among the heir assume
that old tradition was no longer fit with their life.
The loss of traditional value cause traditional house
ignored and ruin without meaning. So, this paper
aim is to explore and gain those local values, especially in Javanese culture. The finding of this research can reintroduce Javanese value specially in
environment conservation.
Javanese house consists of 5 types based on the
roof structure, i.e.,Tajug, Joglo, Limasan, Kampung
and PanggangPe. Based on those typologies, Joglo,
Limasan, and Kampung used for housing (Dakung,
1998) (Ismunandar, 1990). For Javanese people, a
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house not only a shelter but also a protector and an
identity. The social and cultural value was considered when Javanese people built their house
(Cahyono et al., 2017). The middle up society in
Javanese own the Joglo and Limasan house. The
lower class own the kampong house. So, Javanese
house also represents the social stratification in
Javanese society.
Philosophically, Javanese house can be understood by the human body analogy, which was the
roof represent the head, the wall represents the
body, and the foundation represents the foot. So, the
house means living space that continue to live with
the owner (Fig. 1). (Waterson, 2009). The head part,
called by empyak, was a variety of roof constructed
by wood and bamboo. The body part was a building
structure consist of wood and cover by wood or
bamboo wall. The wood wall called gebyong and the
bamboo wall called gedheg in Javanese language.
The foot part was a traditional stone foundation
called umpak.
The additional element in Javanese house can be
an ornament or a coverage element, door, window,
and floor. This additional element, except for aesthetic elements, also represent the identity of the
owner. The more expensive and complicated used
for ornament or element the higher the social class
showed. For example, Javanese house that uses
wood wall shows the owner had higher social class
then the bamboo wall.

Fig. 1. The human body philosophy in Javanese houses
(kampung, limasan and tajug).
Source: Redrawn from (Dakung, 1998).

Materials and Methods
Roof Construction in Javanese House
Every element of Javanese house has cultural value,
for example, empyak raguman as inside coverage of
Javanese roof. Traditional Javanese house has two
main components, (1) the building structure, called
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by balungan, and (2) the roof structure, called by
empyak (Prijotomo, 2006). So, empyak was a roof
structure which is assembled and construct before
the house is built. Usually, empyak made by bamboo
as local material (Ismunandar, 1990). As a roof
structure, empyak support the roof outside coverage,
i.e. roof tile or other material. Inside of roof structure, a vertical arrangement of bamboo that cover
the roof frame called empyak raguman. Empyak
raguman installed fit with the shape of Javanese roof,
for example Joglo roof in Fig. 2a and Limasan roof
in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 2. Empyak raguman in Javanse house, a. Limasan
house, b. Joglo house (Resource: author documentation, 2017)

Empyak consists of four-part, i.e.,gendhong (bamboo or wood that support the roof batten), gapit
(bamboo slice to attach the outside coverage roof
material), usuk (outside coverage roof material), and
reng (wood or bamboo to hold the roof tile).
(Ismunandar, 1990). Traditionally, empyak use bamboo as its primary material, but other rich people
combine it with wood). Those materials connected
with connection system called paku sunduk (wood
nail) and ijuk (traditional rope made by aren midrib
fiber). The usage of natural material was one of the
rural Javanese society local wisdom
Empyak has unique aesthetic in Javanese house.
The vertical arrangement of bamboo slice not only
support the roof but also give comfortable ambiance
in Javanese house. From the inside view, the roof
coverage called raguman. Above empyak raguman,
there was a vertical bamboo arrangement to support
the raguman, called gaplokan. Based on Sleman district regent decree on 2015, empyak raguman stated as
the uniqueness of Sleman heritage building\
(Pemkab-sleman, 2015). Nowadays, the existence of
empyak raguman rarely found in Sleman Javanese
house. The traditional house tends to use gypsum or
wood or gedheg (woven bamboo) to substitute
empyak raguman. This tendency caused by the complicating, time consuming, and labor-consuming of
empyak raguman construction. So, this paper focused
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on gaining the existence and local wisdom of empyak
raguman and how it considers environment conservation in traditional way. Javanese house as research object examines in 2 villages in Sleman, i.e.
Brayut and Minggir.
Empyak Raguman, how to Explore it?
Descriptive analyses is used to explore the research
object. First, the literature study was done then followed by the in-depth interview with the local expert in Javanese built tradition. Second, the result
developed by comparing traditional process versus
modern process of bamboo treatment to find the
comparison in environment consideration. Then final result interprets to get initial finding of the local
wisdom of empyak raguman as traditional bamboo
usage in Javanese tradition.
The Javanese house cases were taken in Brayut
village and Minggir village. Both of them in Sleman
district and state as tourism village, so the owner of
Javanese house preserve the empyak raguman in
tourism purpose as a tourist attraction. The reconstruction of empyak raguman process done is based
on the literature and interview result.

Results
Empyak in Javanese House
As explained before, empyak raguman use bamboo as
its primary material. The best bamboo used as empyak
raguman is Apus bamboo (gigantochloaapus). The detail
of installed empyak raguman shown in Pic. 3.
The process of making empyak
The made of empyak raguman need accuracy and pa-

Fig. 3. The detail of installed empyak raguman in Javanese
house (source: author documentation, 2017)
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tience. Apus bamboo as primary material grows
wildly and easy to find at villagers field or
riverbank. However, the existence of apus bamboo
now is hard to find. River pollution and modernization cause the local habitat of bamboo was ruin. The
process of empyak raguman making done in group of
people. So, the gotong royong (work together in
Javanese society) tradition plays a role in this process. Schematically, the step of empyak raguman
making is explained in Fig. 4.
From the scheme in picture 4, the making of
empyak raguman consists of three steps, i.e., preparing step, assembling step and constructing step.
From that three-step, preparing step was the most
time-consuming. In detail, the process is explained
below.
1. Preparing step
The primary material of empyak which is Apus bamboo prepared. Start with calculating the coverage
area of inside roof to measure the empyak raguman
area. This step depend on the kind of roof chosen for
Javanese house (Fig. 5a). Next, the bamboo that was
chosen for empyak material must be cut in kasanga
season (the ninth month of Javanese calendar). This
season chosen because paralleled while the bamboo
powdered pest didn’t exist. Bamboo is one of susceptible plant to pest (Nurkertamanda et al., 2011).
The chosen bamboo must have 8 – 10 cm diameter.
This material then cut into bamboo slates (kasau).
The length of bamboo measured by the length of the
roof. The bamboo slates must cut 1 cm above the
segment. After that, cut about 15 cm length and 1
cm depth in outer side, then mashed up (Fig. 5b).
After that, the second material, i.e. gapit (the bamboo slates to clip the kasau) must prepared.
Cut bamboo into 4 pieces vertically (Fig 5c). The
next step was preparing to preserve the bamboo
material. All bamboo material was preserving in
traditional way. First step, soaking the bamboo in
flowing muddy water, usually take place in river
banks in traditional village (Fig 6a). The excellent
quality of flowing water in traditional river function
is to clean the bamboo from dirt.In modern era, the
soaking step usually adds with additional chemical,
such as urea fertilizer or borax (sown in bamboo
surface).
This chemical additive can speed up the soaking
process from three months to two months, but it can
be dangerous for natural environment in the future.
(Nurkertamanda et al., 2011). The long period of
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Fig. 4. Schematic process of making empyak raguman.

soaking time also can reduce starch content of bamboo to avoid powder pest (Sulistyowati, 1997). Next,
all bamboo material dried up in vertical arrangement (Fig. 5b). This process takes about 1 week until all dried and ready for use. After the bamboo

material ready, the next step was assembling
empyak.
2. Assembling step
This step started with the bamboo arrangement. For

Fig. 5. Preparing step of empyak raguman, a. measuring Javanese roof coverage, b. preparing bamboo slate for kasau, c.
preparing bamboo slate for gapit.
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Fig. 6. Bamboo preservation process, a. soaking in flowing muddy water, b. drying under the sun.

empyak raguman, half bamboo arrange in vertical
pattern, clip with gapit then tides with ijuk (Fig. 7a).
For empyak gaplokan, whole bamboo arranges in
two pieces in 40 cm range, clip with gapit and tide
with ijuk. (Fig. 7b). The vertical pattern, after installing shown in Fig. 8. While the assembling step, the
roof frame prepare to support empyak gaplokan.

3. Constructing step
The constructing step started after the owner decides the particular day based on the Javanese calendar. The process needs 20 until 25 people to work
together in local tradition. After the day decided,
constructing step start with lift the top side to cover
the roof frame using bamboo stick. This process

Fig. 7. Anssembling steps, a. empyak raguman b. empyak gaplokan

Fig. 8. Installation of empyak raguman and empyak gaplokan. (source : author documentation, 2017)
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needs good teamwork and strong coordination to
lift the bamboo in the same height. Empyak installed stick to roof frame (Fig. 9a). The petek nail
used to stick empyak into roof frame. The inside part
(empyak raguman) installed first to cover the roof
frame as a ceiling (Fig. 9b).
After empyak gaplokan installed, follow by reng
then ceramic roof tile. Reng bamboo made by whole
bamboo cut into four or five slates. There were two
kinds of reng installation. First, the skin of bamboo
facing outside, this installation made reng bamboo
more long-lasting but it can slide up the ceramic
roof tile. Second, the skin of bamboo facing inside, it
strongly supports the ceramic roof tile but can not
be long-lasting because of the soft part of bamboo
easy to rot. The last step of constructing was installed the ceramic roof tile to cover the roof of
Javanese house.

Discussion
Empyak Raguman, Local Tradition of The
Environment Friendly Bamboo Usage
Empyak raguman as a local Javanese tradition was an
environment-friendly bamboo usage tradition.
Compared with the modern way for bamboo treatment, empyak consider more aspect in environment
conservation. The comparison is shown in Table 1.
In the making process, empyak raguman also environmentally friendly. Every step consider the natural environment of bamboo and local tradition of
Javanese society. Schematically those consideration
is shown in Fig. 10.
The relation in every step explained below:
a. Bamboo conservation
From picking up bamboo (cut only one-year-old or
older bamboo and in specific season) and cutting

Fig. 9. Installation of empyak in Javanese house, a. the raguman and gaplokan position in the roof structure, b. empyak
raguman position in the ceiling of Javanese house. (source: author documentation, 2017)

Table 1. Comparison of bamboo treatment in traditional way VS modern way
NO

Traditional bamboo preservation

Modern bamboo preservation

1

Preservation raw material:Used flowing muddy
water (usually at river banks in rural area)
Environmental impact: Utilize and preserve
natural rivers
Price: cheaper than modern preservation (used
natural ingredient and equipment)
Time spent: take a long time

Preservation raw material: Used chemical material
(can be anywhere humanmade)
Environmental impact: Polluting rivers and the natural
environment
Price: traditional preservation (used chemical ingredient
and modern equipment)
Time spent: take a short time

2
3
4

Source: author identification, 2019
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nity keeps the river in good condition to use it in the
making of empyak raguman. The good environment
specially in the river need vegetation to keep the
water spring. By the community consciousness,
natural environment will preserved in further time.
The Javanese tradition of gotong royong in constructing step of empyak became community even in
Javanese rural area (Fig. 11).
The successful of empyak raguman construction
depends on the local community teamwork. So, this
tradition became a social value in rural community.
Empyak Raguman in Modern Living

Fig. 10. Schematic environtment and tradition consideration in the making of empyak raguman.

down based on the calculated need. Javanese society uses bamboo wisely according to their needs.
The bamboo selection also gives a chance for bamboo plant to grow and breed. The chosen season
was a result of wise calculating of Javanese calendar
by paying attention to natural conditions.
b. Local tradition preservation
The bamboo construction needs many people to do
Gotong royong (working together) tradition based on
community bond.
c. Environment consideration
The bamboo usage considers natural environment.
The preservation step in traditional way needs the
excellent quality of flowing water. So, local commu-

In the modern era, empyak raguman rarely found.
Modernization became the trigger of Javanese
house transformation (Vitasurya et al., 2018)
(Saraswati, 2000). The usage of modern material
that easy to find and cheap became owner consideration in Javanese house construction. (Widaningsih
L, 2015). For example, gypsum, plywood, and woven bamboo were chosen as a substitute for empyak
raguman (Fig. 12).
The uniqueness of the Javanese house felt by
natural material usage, such as gedheg (woven bamboo). The use of plywood can reduce the traditional
ambiance in Javanese house (Fig. 12a). The owner of
Javanese house who keeps the empyak raguman in
their house had a strong belief in local tradition. By
preserving the empyak, they show how the traditional value to maintain the architecture and environment. Unlike the modern material which tend to
hide the traditional value practically, empyak
raguman show the traditional value in complicated
way.
The other reason for empyak raguman scarcity
was the change of lifestyle, the lost of gotong royong
tradition in some village and environment degradation. The last one was the most critical reason. The
environment degradation made Javanese calendar
no longer follow by local community. Climate
change had shifted the natural sign so it can not be
a time guideline for Javanese people. The extinction
of empyak raguman can indicate the environmental
changes. By learning from empyak raguman tradition,
hopefully the critical value in preserving and conserving natural resources can be maintained for future generation.

Conclusion
Fig. 11. Empyak installation through gotong royong tradition

Empyak raguman was a Javanese traditional architec-
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Fig. 12. Javanese ceiling beside empya kraguman, a. Plywood ceiling, b. Woven bamboo ceiling. (source: author documentation, 2017)

ture element. Nowadays, empyak raguman rarely to
find because of the extinction of its natural material,
the difficulty of the making, time-consuming, and
no longer exciting especially for the young generation
The extinction of empyak raguman indicates the
loss of tradition and environment degradation. So,
by learning the making of empyak in Javanese house,
the critical value of bamboo usage in Javanese tradition can be gained by young generation. This finding was an entry point to develop the local value
that considers natural environment. More research
was needed to elaborate general finding in order to
sustain the natural environment and tradition specially in structure engineering, natural environment
and others.
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